
WOLFCOM® ends partnership with HD Protech
VisioLogix and launches its own Evidence
Management Software

New look dashboard for WEMS 2.0.

Case summary log for WEMS 2.0.

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA, UNITED
STATES, January 9, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Body camera
manufacturer, WOLFCOM® severs ties
with HD Protech VisioLogix. The
companies partnered in mid-2015 to
provide evidence management software
for law enforcement agencies using body
worn cameras manufactured by
WOLFCOM®. 

Together, the two companies excelled
and grew its customer base in the United
States and globally. Providing a complete
video management ecosystem that
improved processes and at the same
time lowered maintenance costs for law
enforcement agencies. 

“At the time of the merger, the evidence
management solution and expertise that
HD Protech VisioLogix brought to the
partnership was timely. However, with
advancements in technology, the
requirements of law enforcement
agencies have evolved and to be
relevant, we too have to adapt,” said
Peter Austin Onruang, WOLFCOM’s
Founder and President. 

“WOLFCOM® has gone from a company that only manufactured body worn cameras to one that is
also in the business of developing software.” 

In February, the company will be rolling out the new WOLFCOM® Evidence Management Software
(WEMS) 2.0, which will be web-based and scalable for the future.  The WEMS 2.0 is designed and
based on evolving web and internet technologies that will eventually make all older versions slow and
obsolete. WEMS 2.0 will have optional features such as artificial intelligence, automatic redaction,
audio transcribing, analytics, and facial, weapons and license plate recognition.

To ensure that no department or agency is left behind, WOLFCOM® is currently offering for a limited
time to all customers who have the old C3 Sentinel EMS or WEMS 1.0, free updates to the WEMS
2.0 until March 1, 2018. 
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WOLFCOM® has gone from
a company that only
manufactured body worn
cameras to one that is also in
the business of developing
software.”

Peter Austin Onruang

WOLFCOM® has been at the forefront of introducing industry
firsts features and cutting-edge technologies like patent
pending Critical Re-Connect and Anti-Video Deactivation
technology. WOLFCOM® body worn cameras, accessories
and evidence management solution is used by over 1000 law
enforcement agencies in the US and in 17 countries
worldwide. 

[Ends]

For more information, please contact: (626)-794-9000.

About Wolfcom:
WOLFCOM® was founded in 2001 and in 17 years has evolved from a security surveillance company
to one of the leading manufacturers and suppliers of body worn camera equipment to Law
Enforcement. In 2012 the company introduced the world’s first multi-purpose, multi-functional police
body camera, with over 26 “first in the industry” features and functions. Wolfcom has made INC.
5000’s list of “America's Fastest Growing Companies” two years in a row (2015 and 2016).  For more
information, visit www.wolfcomusa.com
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